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THE RESIDENT EVIL P DCAST

INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW
Whilst many will be well aware of Capcom’s foray into the 3D CGI field with Resident Evil Degeneration,
Damnation, Vendetta and most recently Infinite Darkness – this was in fact their first venture. Pre-dating these
films by 8 years is the 20-minute feature – Biohazard 4D Executer.
This short, but thoroughly enjoyable side adventure was released as a theme park ride, taking advantage of state
of the art (at the time) 3D technology – but as the name suggests the added element of the fourth dimension
(at least in cinematic terms anyway). Viewers were treated to added effects of wind, rain and moving seats for
that authentic experience.
The 2D version soon found its way on the internet, courtesy of classic Resident Evil fan site, The Horror is Alive
and our very own STARS [TyranT]. This can be viewed online at YouTube where you will also find an audio
commentary version from the Resident Evil Podcast team.
The purpose of this editorial is twofold. Firstly, to have a deeper look at what Executer presents – its concepts
and storyline in particular. We will be looking at the characters and the unique virus on display too. Finally, we
will be tackling the old question of canonicity – one my favourite topics for my editorials and seeing just why
this is widely considered to be non-canon and whether there are any theories worth exploring for the virology
attributes shown.
This editorial has been assisted substantially by friend of the podcast – theselfishgene with some of his
photographs from the attraction being shared.
So, buckle up, whip on those 3D glasses as we once again prepare to go back to Raccoon City trying to snag
ourselves a new virus.
Good luck!
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BASIC MOVIE ANALYSIS
Development History
Biohazard 4D Executer was a joint project between Capcom and Visual Science Laboratory of Korea and the first
for the Resident Evil franchise in not only producing a CGI feature, but one that was designed as a theme park
attraction.
Released in July 2000, Executer was coming off a very successful period for the franchise. The three main titles
on the PlayStation had been an enormous success financially, and Code: Veronica firmly established the
franchise on the next generation of consoles. Inside Japan, the Biohazard franchise was also expanding into other
media all under the stewardship of the main writing team at Flagship.
Flagship were already responsible for the original novel – Biohazard: Wicked Beast of the North Sea, the radio
dramas expanding upon the events and characters from Resident Evil 2. 4D Executer would be their first foray
into this form of media and like the other projects add to the existing storylines and lore established in the
mainline of videogames.
4D Executer was first proposed and conceived by Yashuhiro Imagawa and was written by Daisuke Okamoto and
directed by Koichi Ohata – a relatively well-known anime director of Burst Angel Infinity 1 fame. It was first
announced to the world in 1999 with the tentative title of Biohazard 4D Horror.
Released exclusively in Japan, initially as a preview in July 2000 In Mosaic Garden, Kobe 2 and then more
widespread on 20 November 2000 – 4D Executer took viewers back to Raccoon City following an Umbrella
Biohazard Countermeasure Service (U.B.C.S) platoon as they track down the mysterious Dr. Cameron and her
research.

Biohazard 4D Executer – Mosaic Gardens, Kobe

1
2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koichi_Ohata
http://www.biohazard.gr.jp/4dhorror/20010713.html
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Over time the experience was rolled out in its cinematic guise to two other
locations: The Toshimaen in Tokyo and at Space World in Fukuoka.3
The film itself lasts around 20 minutes and features state of the art stylised CGI
with a heavy emphasis on gore and decomposition. Zombies for example looked
incredibly decayed – something videogame fans had not seen in the series up
to that point.
However, the real selling point was of course, as the title explicitly sets out – it
was in 4D! That’s the usual cinematic 3D experience but with added effects and
movements in the seats to enhance your enjoyment of the film. Whether this
was successful or not is of course purely subjective, but I will set out what
effects’ guests would experience.
It should also be noted that the complete 4D experience was only available at the
main theme park attraction. Later, a shorter cut of 4D Executer would be ported to
smaller single person pods that were in other locations. Whilst this made it more
accessible to the wider public, the 4D elements were dropped although the 3D
remained in place. (see below)
The complete cinematic experience cost – at least according to this advertisement
detailed that the cost of the attraction was ¥1200 for adults and ¥900 for children.
That’s around $10.00 for adults. There also looks to be a special price for ¥800
available as well.

3

https://web.archive.org/web/20040605030101/http://www.capcom.co.jp/event/bio4d-ex/
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Prior to entering the attraction there were loudspeakers advertising the attraction and relating some of the story
elements. After paying admission and entering the attraction, there is an area to wait while the previous
screening concluded. In this waiting room there was a small TV, which ran a video loop. This played exclusive
footage that isn't in the main feature. It was partly a mission briefing from a first-person perspective, but also
short sequences of the UBCS soldiers fighting monsters with a flamethrower, and more conventional weaponry.
There is also a short cut where the team is exploring a lobby, which wasn't seen in the final cut of the film.

The waiting area pre-show
After the film has ended and the previous screening has ended, guests then enter into the attraction, which
resembled a typical cinema. The big difference being was that the seats were more bespoke, obviously to
accommodate the 4D effect which is discussed below. Similar set ups can still be seen in other attractions around
the world including the Tornado Chasers ride at Futuroscope in France.
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The “4D” Effect
As depicted in the title – one of the big selling points for this experience was the so-called 4D. However, it should
be made clear that the 4D experience was not constant. There were only a few points in the film where the
added dimension kicks in. This is designed to add to the stereoscopic 3D viewing experience and make viewers
feel even closer to the action.
The following moments are when the “4D” kicks in.
 The seat suddenly reclines a few centimetres as
the zombie on the forklift drops.
 As the roaches run around the soldiers' feet, air is
blown in pulses on the back of your legs.
 At the sudden sound when the soldier is killed as
he ascends the manhole, the seat reclined.
 As the roach enters the driver's ear, there is a
shot of air in your face.
 As Claus’ head explodes, the seat reclines once
more.

SelfishGene comments: “So all in all there are five 4D
effects, and only 3 kinds. I thought there would be
more, like when the wall is blown up, when the
monster is blown up in the warehouse, or when the main character gets stabbed in the ankle. But unfortunately
the effects were quite limited“

The cinema set up in action

This certainly must be a disappointing aspect to the presentation that there are only 3 types of “4D” and they
themselves are for the most part, only satisfactory. It is possible that some effects were removed and indeed,
Gene advised me during the drafting of this article that some other parts of the film would have benefited from
the use of 4D at a particular point but was not.
The 3D on the other hand was very much more traditional to what we know today. Of course, back in this era of
cinema (pre-Avatar) 3D was not as mainstream as it was and still quite novel. The 3D itself was impressive for
the day, created post-production. Even with the 2D presentation it clear to see that this was made and created
with 3D very much in mind. The direction of some of the shots, the first-person point of view all help give that
impression of depth that is amplified by the 3D.
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The Pods
As mentioned above, 4D Executer lived on in Japan long after the main cinematic attraction was closed down.
This was through the implementation of pods which were placed around Japan, usually in shopping malls but
also in other theme park and tourist destinations.
These were as the images show, small, 2 seater pods where
guests could experience the 20 minute production albeit not
quite as intended. The 4D effects were removed but the 3D
remained so there was some resemblance of the cinematic
experience that came before it.4
It is unknown as to how long the pods lasted but they were
certainly present up to 2008.
As the images shows, these pods were quite small, similar to a
photobooth with some artwork from the production present.
These pods were dubbed the “package version” for the
aforementioned reasons with the official 4D Executer website
detailing their national locations as being:









Multiple pods in the wild

Taito Station, Tokyo
Hammanako Palpal, Shizuoka
Sega Arena, Toyohashi
Wonder City, Nagoya
Joypolis, Osaka
Joypolis, Okayama
Club Sega, Okinawa

Seating and booth entrance

4

https://shop10.meishaadderley.com/content?c=%E3%83%90%E3%82%A4%E3%82%AA%20%E3%83%8F%E3%82%B6%E3%
83%BC%E3%83%89%204d&id=27
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Review
My own personal review of the movie only stems from the 2D
presentation that has been shown online. I for one find this to be an
extremely interesting addition to the world of Resident Evil even if it may
not be a canonical entry (see below). From a storyline point of view, it
expands upon the role of the U.B.C.S and shows a side of Raccoon City and
the undead that we had not seen when this was first released.
It is disappointing that this was never officially released in the West. It has
never been localised and remains an anomaly – a forgotten, hidden gem
of a CGI production. Sure, the animation is a little shoddy by today’s
standards and the storyline perhaps not as clear as it could be in places, it
does manage to tell an interesting and fun tale in its running time whilst also paving the way for Capcom to
properly enter the CGI arena in the future.
Again, without official localisation, we are reliant upon fan translations with subtitles and that hinders our ability
to review the voice acting for western audiences. However, the native language does not prevent intent from
shining though and indeed, we can see the personalities of the individual members quite well.
In particular I praise the tonal changes of the main antagonist upon infection. He was also a nasty piece of work
with ulterior motives, but his infection with the virus and the takeover by Dr. Cameron is evident in his/her line
delivery. The “hero” of the piece who meets an untimely demise is also played well, similar to that of Mikhail
Viktor – determined, passionate – aware of their role as a mercenary.
It is unfortunate we do not hear or see much of Dr. Cameron herself, especially as she is the main reason for the
film in the first place. I think Executer would have benefited from a bit more backstory with her and why she
abandoned Umbrella – what triggered her defection. It is possible Capcom were working to a running time, so
things may have been needed to be cut down.
Ultimately however, as mentioned, this is a solid and worthwhile Biohazard . it is only 20 minutes long and you
will not be disappointed spending that time watching this CGI production.
You can watch the film on YouTube including our audio and video commentary version – available here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jqyzeH96GE
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Storyline
Late September 1998. Umbrella scientist Dr. Cameron has gone rogue
and disappeared following the outbreak of the T-Virus in Raccoon City. In
doing so the renegade doctor has taken with her all her research into a
new type of virus. A virus with the potential ability to transfer one’s
consciousness into another host. A virus that could, in theory help you
become immortal.
Such research was critical and could not reach any rival organisation.
Enter the U.B.C.S – a group of mercenaries under the employment of
Umbrella. Their purpose? Publicly at least, help with the evacuation of
civilians and try and bring the situation under control. Privately, and only
known to the top brass at Umbrella and the secret Monitors hidden
within the U.B.C.S, to observe the B.O.Ws in action and record combat
data so it can be used to improved future products.

The U.B.C.S arrive

With the outbreak in full swing, Dr. Cameron seemingly abandons her work and then takes refuge in the outskirts
of the city awaiting rescue. Unbeknownst to her, the doctors Umbrella card has a GPS tracker in it and when
Umbrella catch wind of this betrayal a platoon of U.B.C.S are sent into retrieve the doctor and her research.
Dr. Cameron had been holed up in a Food Warehouse when the U.B.C.S came. She had suspected Umbrella
would not tolerate her insubordination. She was determined that nobody but her would have her research and
did the only thing should could think of. Becoming her own creation. In the company of her loyal pet dog, Dr.
Cameron mutated into a vast blob tentacle like
monster and waited. Waited for the U.B.C.S to arrive.

Becoming her own creation

Sure enough, tracking their signal, the platoon opened
the doors of the Warehouse. Dr. Cameron wait for the
right moment before unleashing her mutated form,
killing Robert in the process. She was not however
necessarily prepared for their training and more
importantly their fire-power. The creature was
subdued and terminated on the spot by the team.
During this moment however, Dr Cameron’s pet dog
became infected with the virus. In doing so, Dr.
Cameron’s hopes and plans for her virus would yield
results. Her consciousness transferred itself into her
hound and she watched the platoon plan their next

move.
At the same time a cockroach emerged from its hiding place and instinctively feasted on the remains of Monster
Dr. Cameron. It quickly becomes infected with this strain of the virus and sought its next victim. Climbing up the
wall, it encountered a lonely rat and promptly assimilated it into one creature. The rat now infected follows the
U.B.C.S platoon as they look to move on from their mission. They themselves have noted that the GPS tracker
shows movement as the doctor in her “dog form” escapes.
The rat meanwhile notes a fallen crow after being shot out of the sky by Ed. The rat emits tentacles from its
mouth and regenerates the crow. It takes flight and seemingly follows the U.B.C.S as they move across the city
in their HUMVEE.
The GPS tracker stops. Claus and Roger realise the need to head into the sewers. The remaining U.B.C.S take
point and cover. Claus and Roger locate Dr. Cameron’s makeshift laboratory. They find her tracker before Roger
is pounced on the dog. Thankfully Claus is quick to react and kills the mutt instantly, its body lying on the floor
bleeding. Claus investigates and notes the ID card on the dog concluding that the dog must have killed her and
that the mission was now over.
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Roger however as other ideas. He quickly accesses Dr. Cameron’s
computer and tries to extract as much data as possible. Claus; confused
by this is shocked to learn that Roger knows more than he was letting on
and that his mission was to get the data not necessarily Dr. Cameron
herself. He had also worked out that the creature in the Warehouse was
in fact their target.
Enraged by this secrecy, Claus throws Roger across the room where he
ends up face first in the corpse of the dog. At this point he becomes
infected with the virus as Dr. Cameron’s consciousness transfers once
again.

Investigating the sewers
Meanwhile Ed and Norman are having their own difficulties on the
streets. Whilst the Zombies themselves aren’t too much of a hindrance,
Ed is being hounded by that damn crow. To such an extent that the crow infects Ed with the virus as he pecks
his eye out. He begins to mutate and takes to the sewers.
Now undergoing a violent transformation, Ed quickly dispatches
Norman, shredding him in half before entering the sewers to
chase Claus and Roger. The two are separated by Claus makes it
back to the streets safely. However, Ed now in his fully Tyrant like
form is behind him. He emerges from the depth and comes for
Claus. Conventional fire-power is useful, and the Tyrant is able to
quickly project its tentacles out at rapid speed, impaling Claus.

Transforming Ed

With certain death looming, suddenly the creature is shunted by
Roger driving the HUMVEE. Claus climbs on the back, mans the
50cal gun and fires relentlessly at the creature. Roger meanwhile
speeds away from the city leaving a trail of destruction in their
path.

Relaxing in the passenger seat, Roger acting quite robotic reveals
the truth of the situation – how he was infected in the labs and was now in effect Dr. Cameron. Horrified, Claus
is stabbed through the gut holding him in place. Roger continues to mutate before penetrating Claus’s face with
multiple tentacles, bringing his life to an end. A maniacal Dr. Cameron proudly proclaiming Umbrella will never
have her research…
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The Characters
Featuring a great expansion on the U.B.C.S first seen in Resident Evil 3: Nemesis, Biohazard 4D Executer
showcases a new platoon and their ill-fated mission to obtain a sample…

Claus
Claus was the leader of the small platoon of the Umbrella Biohazard Countermeasure Service
(U.B.C.S). His task was to extract Dr. Cameron from Raccoon City following the T-Virus spill in
the city. It is unknown when his squad arrived in the city, but Claus led his team using a HUMVEE.
Upon locating Dr. Cameron in the food storage facility in the outskirts of the city, Claus was then
led by Roger to Dr. Cameron’s lab where the real purpose of the mission was revealed – to
extract data of the Cameron Virus.
After fleeing the scene and an attack by Dr. Cameron herself, Claus presumed he was safe before
being impaled and killed by an infected Roger.

Roger
Another member of this U.B.C.S platoon and likely to be a Supervisor similar to Nicholai. Despite
being below Claus, he was given additional order from Umbrella in the event that the squad
were unable to apprehend Dr. Cameron. Such information was only privy to Roger, suggesting
that he was higher up than Claus structurally.
After locating Cameron’s laboratory and her pet dog, Roger revealed the extent of his order. He
was cast aside by Claus and ended up face first in the dead body of the dog. Due to this Roger
was infected with the Cameron Virus and in particular the consciousness of Dr Cameron.

Ed
Ed was a member of the U.B.C.S Team sent in to apprehend Dr Cameron. He survived the initial
encounter with the Dr. Cameron mutation but was later infected by a secondary carrier of the virus, a
Crow. In doing so, he mutated at an alarming rate becoming a tyrant-like monstrosity.

Robert
Robert was another member of the U.B.C.S sent into Raccoon City. He was killed during the initial
encounter with Dr. Cameron after fatally picking up an orange to eat, allowing the creature to
impale him, ending his life.

Norman
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Like Robert, Norman was another member of the U.B.C.S platoon that saw their demise
during the operation. Norman was killed by the creature that parasitically attached itself
to Ed.

Dr. Cameron
Dr. Cameron was brilliant and highly intelligent scientist working for Umbrella in Raccoon City. It is unclear as to
exactly where she worked but at some point, became disillusioned with Umbrella during the Raccoon City
Incident. Cameron took her research to her own private laboratory hidden in the outskirts of the city’s sewers.
Prior to the arrival of Claus’ U.B.C.S platoon, something happened that caused Dr. Cameron to become her own
creation and she mutated into a large sprawling mass of tentacles and teeth.
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Bio-Organic Weapons (B.O.W’s)
Zombie
Humans infected with the T-Virus that was released causing the Raccoon City
incident. Zombies are slow and cumbersome and posed little danger to the
U.B.C.S who were able to dispatch them with relative ease.
The zombies shown in 4D Executer are particularly gruesome, showing significant
signs of decay and mutation suggesting these humans had been infected for a
longer period of time. Like all zombies, they have no memory of their former lives
with the only instinct being to feed on flesh.

Zombie Dog
A first in the series, the Zombie Dog shown in 4D Executer is the only known canine specimen that was not a
Doberman. It can be speculated that this particular Zombie Dog was in fact Dr. Cameron’s pet pooch. The dog
must have been within the vicinity to Dr. Cameron during the altercation in the food storage depot because the
creature quickly became infected after the destruction of the monster. Dr. Cameron’s consciousness was
transferred into the Zombie Dog before it was killed in the laboratory.

Large Roach
A standard cockroach infected with the Cameron Virus. The creature, like its T-Virus
counterparts did not grow in size to anything substantial, instead remaining fairly consistent
to its uninfected state. The roach became infected after consuming parts of the remains of
Dr. Cameron. Despite no noticeable gain in size, the creature did begin to mutate with
tentacles beginning to protrude from his head area.
After becoming infected the Large Roach was seen in the Food Warehouse before scurrying
seeking out prey. Here it found an infected Rat and using its tentacles attached itself to the
mammal infecting it in the process.
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Rat
A common Rat that had the misfortune of encountering an infected Large Roach.
The Rat was happily living its own life when it was accosted by the creature and
in doing so attached itself to the creature. The Rat then itself became infected
with the Cameron Virus and sought its own prey. It located a Crow and was able
to then launch tentacles from its mouth to ensnare its victim.

Crow
A standard Carrion Crow. It is unclear whether this Crow was already infected with the TVirus at this point, as many Crows had already succumbed to the virus having fed on
infected flesh for the past week in Raccoon City.
Regardless, the Crow was shot out of the sky by Ed and left for dead on the street. The
dying bird was then spotted by the Rat and in doing so, launched its own mutated
tentacles at the Crow. This triggered a regeneration of sorts with the bird sparking back
into life and flying away, leaving the remains of the Roach/Rat hybrid behind.

Monster Dr. Cameron
The monster that was created after Dr. Cameron injected herself with her
experimental Cameron Virus. The mutation was unlike anything that had
been seen before as she became a large mass of tentacles and teeth. It
vaguely resembles the Nyx B.O.W that was also present in Raccoon City.
It can be assumed that Dr. Cameron infected herself with the virus soon
after discovering that Umbrella were coming for her. She had been hiding
in the Food Warehouse when the U.B.C.S arrived and despite her size
advantage, the creature was quickly disposed of by the experienced
mercenary unit.
Despite this, the team failed to do a proper clean-up of the situation and
failed to notice Dr. Cameron’s dog was nearby and had become infected
with the same virus…
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Executer Tyrant
Perhaps the ultimate life form that the Cameron Virus could take through
secondary means – a humanoid Tyrant like creature. This is the end
product of the transmission and spread of the Cameron Virus that started
with the Large Roach ingesting remains of the Cameron Monster. The
Roach then infected a Rat, which in turn infected a Crow. The Crow then
infected U.B.C.S member, Ed and in doing so gradually mutated over a
number of minutes into this Tyrant like monstrosity.
Early infection of a human showed strong deformations with the new
creature being able to move on all fours - akin to a Licker. It could run at
fast speeds and like the animals before it, use mutated tentacles to attack
its prey. The creature killed Norman during the incident and afterwards
mutated into its final form.
The Tyrant was an imposing B.O.W but met its match with Claus and the
minigun on the HUMVEE. It faced a barrage of bullets stopping the
creature in its tracking thereby allowing Claus to escape the city. It is
unclear whether this attack was enough to kill the Tyrant or not.

The Tyrant bares a strong resemblance to Monster Dr. Cameron, which
given the infection of a human is not surprising. It is unclear as to whether this creature retained any of Dr.
Cameron’s memories or consciousness.
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Locations
For such a short film, we do get some differing locations in this film that are worth a quick discussion below.

Raccoon City
What can be said about Raccoon City that has not been said before? Well, 4D Executer manages in my view to
bring something new to the table with its depiction of the ill-fated city. For the first time in any media we see a
very unique looking city, perhaps the working outskirts. We have never seen the place look like this before.
Raccoon City itself is a very unique looking city in its own right.
Resident Evil 2,3 and Outbreak showcase an almost European style
aesthetic with claustrophobic alleyways and streets, small
shopping districts in down-town, but also quite wide-open areas
like Main Street. We have an old art museum as the RPD, a very
stylised Clock Tower, working trams and underground network, a
fully functioning zoo.
There is, I would say a consistent tone in how the city looks across
these 4 games, even if it perhaps not typical to that of a midwestern US city of similar size.
With 4D Executer we catch glimpses of a very different looking part of town. Fog obscures what looks to be more
akin to a usual US City, with shops and lay by cafes dotting the streets. It looks dark and dreary – indicating the
time of day we are dealing with here – pre-dawn. In fact, it looks dead. The only movement is from the undead
that are aimlessly wandering the streets.
We could speculate that we are close to the edge of the city, perhaps a local suburb. This is reinforced by the
fact that the streets are wider and when Claus and Roger escape, they are quick to be on the open road so to
speak speeding out of the city. It has even been described as being the “old town”5 – a description I can agree
with.
Combined with the warehouse (discussed below) the overall atmosphere and aesthetic appears to be
reminiscent of an industrialised area. We have seen this before in the series. William Birkin’s lab in the original
Resident Evil 2 is marked as being in the outskirts of the city and you
can see this in the Marshalling Yard and the Factory that disguises its
entrance. From the limited surroundings we can see of that area, I
would suggest it correlates with what we see in this film and indeed
the warehouse in particular more than matches that similar style to
the Factory very well.
Overall therefore, I think this was a clear choice when designing 4D
Executer to show something familiar, but new and aligning it with
other material, matches that unique setting that is Raccoon City.

5

https://web.archive.org/web/20030319182731/http://www.nifty.ne.jp/fanta/tokyo/2000/biohazard4d/index2.htm
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Food / Municipal Warehouse
Before we talk about this first significant location, one point that is often
brought up is how we know this city is even Raccoon City? As it transpires
there is no direct name call by any of the cast in the film, but the Food
Warehouse does confirm we are in Raccoon.
As you can see from this screenshot, which thanks to the higher
resolution, is now a lot clearer, this depot is in Raccoon confirming it
once and for all!
The warehouse itself seems to be a prominent warehouse with piles of
boxes all seemingly filled with food such as apples and other fruit. Dr.
Cameron is theorised by the platoon that she sought sanctuary here
because of this food supply.

Let there be no doubt – we are in Raccoon City

By this point in the outbreak, the city was completely overridden with the undead and we know from other
games the sewers were not safe either. A food warehouse would at least provide sustenance for survivors.
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Sewers / Lab
The last area we see, albeit very briefly is the sewers and Dr. Cameron’s
lab. The sewers themselves are fairly generic. It is clear we are not really
near the main sewer control centre that we see in Resident Evil 2 but
instead tends to look more like the sewers from Resident Evil 3. As
players our time in anything resembling a sewer in the third game in
minimal – one boss fight with the Gravedigger and then later wading
though some water encountering its offspring – the Sliding Worms. But
it is that more traditional look that we see in 4D Executer.
What is more interesting is Dr. Cameron’s lab. Now, we have seen all
sorts of labs in the Biohazard franchise before, but nothing quite like
this. Clearly Dr. Cameron is a talented scientist, but her lab looks
anything but sophisticated. It is very haphazard and makeshift
suggesting she had been filtering off Umbrella equipment from another location and setting up show
somewhere else. In other words, this does not look to be anything close to a fully functioning laboratory, instead
her private area she has acquired quietly on the sly.
We do see something similar in Resident Evil 3 (Remake) with the Hunter Gamma re-imaginings. Here instead of
an Umbrella Europe creation we see the Gamma’s be developed in the sewers by a small team. The difference
here is that this was done with full cooperation of Umbrella and was mothballed after the Gamma’s escaped.
There is at least good evidence of a fully functioning lab in existence here, whereas Dr. Cameron’s – well, that is
very limited indeed.
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ANALYSIS AND SPECULATION
The Cameron Virus
The Cameron Virus, or Executer Virus other fans have dubbed it – is a unique virus to this CGI production with
no official name. As such both are valid until shown otherwise. I opted for Cameron Virus with this editorial for
simplicity’s sake.

So, what we do we know about this virus? Truthfully, not a lot,
despite the fact that we see what it can do in the film itself. It
can be deduced that this is a derivative of the Tyrant Virus,
which itself is a derivative of the Progenitor Virus. At this point
in the timeline, Umbrella were heavily researching the T-Virus
all over the world. There were many variants of the T-Virus
being worked on each with differing effects on humans and
animals alike and I believe the Cameron Virus would fall into
this territory.
What made Dr. Cameron’s work somewhat unique was the
application of the virus in almost replicating a parasitic quality involving one’s consciousness. In other words,
the thoughts and memories of an individual being transmitted through the virus into another host. Once
implanted, the consciousness would take over the new host and continue to live on. Yes, this was very much a
new take on Spencer’s immortality quest using a virus.
Such an ambition is very much rooted in Resident Evil folklore and became a main aim of Spencer after
discovering the Progenitor Virus in West Africa. The potential of the Progenitor Virus he theorised was enormous
and if harnessed correctly, could keep him alive forever overseeing the population as he saw fit. This was in
essence the Tyrant Virus – reducing the lethality of the Progenitor Virus (which was near 100%) to keep people
alive.
Sadly, the results on most people were either death, zombification or if you were
lucky you were a Tyrant. Only a select few individuals within the series were able
to successfully bond with the T-Virus or its offshoots at a molecular level
whereupon they did not degenerate or die. Individuals included Albert Wesker,
Al Lester, Mary Gray and Maria Gomez.
Spencer therefore spent millions to try and tap into Progenitor’s secrets and create a virus that would work for
him. This primarily saw Alex Wesker lead the investigations as shown in Resident Evil Heavenly Island and
Resident Evil Revelations 2. The work by Dr. Cameron can easily fall into this category as an extension of that
overall desire.
Whether Dr. Cameron was under orders of Spencer or not is somewhat irrelevant, the main point being that this
quest for immortality is nothing new and neither is using a virus to do this a new thing in Biohazard. The unique
aspect at the time was the transfer of someone’s consciousness into a new host and thus becoming immortal
through that ongoing transfer technique.
The Cameron Virus therefore has the ability as mentioned above to transfer the thoughts, consciousness and
memories of the host into a new organism through viral infection. One must assume that in order to do this, Dr.
Cameron would have needed to infect herself in the first instance as the base host. We can assume that this
happened very shortly before the events of 4D Executer as we see the end result of this mutation. The large
creature in the Food Warehouse.
This mutation itself is very unique. We have never seen a T-Virus mutation quite like this in a human host.
Certainly, the tinkering Dr. Cameron made to the virus gives the creature and secondary infectants similar traits
(tentacles, horns/spikes) and whilst not an uncommon mutation generally, the result is unlike anything we see
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with other creatures infected with the standard virus. Without knowledge of the chemistry of the virus and its
contingent parts it is near impossible to work out how this virus was created.
The only thing within the animal kingdom that shares a similar property is fungus
which are said to be able to hold some form of information within them. Such traits
were used as part of the Megamycete and Mutamycete Mold seen in Resident Evil
7 and Resident Evil Village. It could well be that this memory storage functioning
played a role in the Cameron Virus and would provide a very broad and suitably
vague explanation of how this virus works.

The Mold can store memories
We see in the CGI film that upon being destroyed by the U.B.C.S, Dr. Cameron’s dog was infected by the virus
and the consciousness transfer was successful into the canine. Dr. Cameron would later taunt Claus about how
she was able to watch over the squad and ultimately follow them down to her lab where she, in dog form, was
killed once again. However, during this and the reveal that Roger was working to a different agenda to Claus,
Roger fell face first into the dog’s body. We see blood was on his face and mouth as such through this, was also
infected with the virus, Dr. Cameron was then able to take over Roger’s form, almost brooding inside his body
until the moment came to mutate further and kill Claus.
The confusion, at least certainly from my point of view has always been whether the virus has the ability to in
effect create multiple Dr. Cameron’s? The way 4D Executer tells its tale implies through the first-person view of
the cockroach and then the crow that it is this creature that is Dr. Cameron. It’s only the big twist reveal at the
end do we see the truth.
Is it all a red herring though? I would be inclined to say yes, but looking
again at what we see, it may not be as straightforward as that. Upon
feeding on Dr. Cameron, a cockroach quickly becomes infected with the
virus and we watch as it scurries along the floor before finding a rat to
feed on. This is largely viewed in first-person and shows the creature
stopping and seemingly observing the U.B.C.S as well – the same way
the dog would be doing at more or less the same time.

Is this also Dr. Cameron?

We see the rabid nature of the T-Virus cockroaches in Resident Evil 2 and
Resident Evil Survivor - they swarm and attack at will, similar to all
animals infected with the virus. But this one? It seems to stop and think
before attaching itself to the rat.

Following this the rat infects a dying crow. A crow that had been shot down by the U.B.C.S. Not only does the
newly infected crow regenerate to an extent, it then flies off seemingly on a hunt to take out U.B.C.S member
Ed that had earlier shot it. That to me suggests a higher degree of intelligence than most T-Virus crows but also
potentially suggests that element of vengeance or awareness of surroundings – perhaps because of a
consciousness being transferred again?
It is hard to be clear on the matter. Once Ed is infected, he mutates into a licker type creature before becoming
the most Tyrant like B.O.W in the film. At this point, whilst it is attacking the remnants of the U.B.C.S, they are
very much in the vicinity at the time shooting at the creature. As such it could be seen as purely being reactionary
to being attacked.
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However, the point still remains that there is some evidence of potentially being a secondary offshoot of Dr.
Cameron in 4D Executer. Without additional discussion with the film directors and screenwriters, we cannot be
100% sure of intent with this virus and whether Dr. Cameron could in effect, multiply.
Certainly, what I have dubbed as the Executer Tyrant shares a striking resemblance to Monster Dr. Cameron that
we see at the beginning of the film. This is not surprising if we remember that following infection of animals, Ed
was the first human it came into contact with and therefore would be similar to the human based Monster Dr.
Cameron at the beginning. The concept artwork for Cameron and the images we see of the Tyrant in the film
clearly show this spiky, spiny humanoid creature. This suggests that any human infected with the virus has the
capability of creating an Executer Tyrant and not just a regular Zombie.
Why this is the case we do not know and can put it down to the relative power of the Cameron
Virus and its “success” in maintaining the powers of Progenitor without being killed by its
lethality. However, as mentioned the only lingering question about this Tyrant (and indeed the
entire Roach-Tyrant quest) is whether Cameron’s consciousness was part of that journey.
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If so, then as mentioned, it suggests that multiple Dr. Cameron’s could be created further enforcing the idea of
this parasitic virus that can spread and spread.
Ultimately, the potential second strand left behind (the Ed Tyrant was not killed by Claus) would have been
eradicated by the bomb strike on Raccoon City on 1 October 1998 meaning any offshoot would no longer be in
existence.

As such, I think we can say this is one crazy virus that has its origins very much ingrained in the horror world.
However, is the idea in the Biohazard universe that far-fetched? At the time, it was considered to be the case,
but Capcom love to re-use ideas in future titles and this idea of transferring one’s consciousness to effectively
by-pass death is the main story point for Alex Wesker in Resident Evil Revelations 2.
Players of this game will know that after abandoning Spencer and
his plans of an immortality virus stemming from Progenitor, Alex
Wesker took a different path. She firstly adopted a survival of the
fittest style system as seen in Resident Evil Heavenly Island before
moving onto her T-Phobos project. Wesker theorised that
preserving oneself was possible through digital transfusion –
effectively uploading your own consciousness into a computer and
then downloading this into a suitable host.

Wesker’s mission therefore was to find a suitable host, someone who knew no fear. That someone was Natalia
Korda who’s parents had perished in the Terragriga incident. Due to this she was effectively immune from the
usual effects of T-Phobos, never mutating.

The actual process we now know was successful thanks to the post credit scene of Natalia living peacefully in
the Burton household. Whilst reading Kafta, a sinister smile erupts from her mouth suggesting some form of
Wesker lives on. It was only partially successful as the remnants of Alex Wesker was not 100% killed off when
she shot herself in the head, succumbing to fear at the last moment, becoming
Monster Alex.
However, the main purpose of the experiment did work and her theories about
transferring consciousness digitally, successful. This process has all the hallmarks
of what Dr. Cameron attempted albeit with the different method. And in many
ways, attempting to transfer thoughts and memories through a virus is far more
in line with the series origins than it is through an advanced computer system.

To conclude therefore, the Cameron Virus I would suggest is not as OP as originally made out. Yes, it is extremely
powerful and at a stage of the Biohazard franchise where such a creation probably did seem out of place. Fastforward to 2022 and with other viruses like Uroboros, the Mold and with the aforementioned digital immortality,
the Cameron Virus arguably was the first of the creations to go that dangerous in terms of its capabilities.
An interesting concept that has been reused by Capcom to great effect.
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Implications and Legacy
Like many “forgotten” Resident Evil titles, 4D Executer offers a lot in the little time it has to display it. Like other
titles, ideas from this production remain solid and indeed, come Resident Evil Revelations 2 the idea of being
able to pass one’s consciousness to other human being has been resurrected.
Whilst 4D Executer has always been considered to be a bit “out there” and “OP”, you know what? I am a lot
more comfortable than a virus being the consciousness vector than a computer that we see with Alex Wesker.
Wesker’s whole plan is of course nonsense, but it is at its heart the same idea as Dr. Cameron’s.
The fanbase has largely accepted that as being somewhat normal, but arguably this is far more sci-fi than using
a virus to perform this task. The Cameron Virus seemingly has the ability to store memories of the host and that
information is passed through blood or bodily functions into another organism, granting them that selfawareness and consciousness just in a new body. It is of course still very sci-fi, but I would argue in light of
Revelations 2 less so than it was before.
Add in the over the top machinations of the Megamycete and again this memory retaining ability of a mold or
fungus, I would argue that 4D Executer now feels more at home within the world of Biohazard than it ever has,
for better or for worse.
Let’s not also forger that 4D Executer was the first full CGI production that Capcom or a team hired by Capcom
had ever done. Yes, it only lasts 20 minutes or so but it certainly laid the groundwork for such a venture to
become embedded in the Resident Evil franchise. A few years later we would see the release of the first feature
length CGI production with Resident Evil Degeneration with 2 films after that and recently a CGI Netflix TV show
with Resident Evil Infinite Darkness. Whilst it cannot be said that such projects would not have come about
organically in any event, laying down this project as a test bed, keeping it limited to Japan and in theme parks of
all places, showed Capcom that there was a market for it.
4D Executer as a production continued for years. Even after the main cinema style screening version came to a
close, the film was migrated to small individual pods that were placed in shopping malls and other destinations
in Japan.
With the advent of YouTube and other video sharing sites, being able to see 4D Executer is not just a click away.
Previously if you wanted to see this you needed to go to Japan yourself. And whilst you do not get the full
intended experience and it remains strictly in Japanese, the fan translations and upscales makes this a video
production you should not overlook!
The Canon Question
As with many of these side “gaidens” the question of canonicity is one that rumbles on. There have always been
some grey areas of canon, and arguably 4D Executer should fall right into that classification. However, for one
reason or the another, 4D Executer has always, largely being considered non-canon by the fans, both at the time
of release and today.
Unlike say the most famous of “gaidens”, the aptly named “Resident Evil Gaiden” , 4D Executer has never really
had any period of time where fans were swaying between canon or non-canon. Indeed, from the very outset
the project has been rooted in the non-canon camp. Why is that?
The main reason – and you can still see this with many YouTube comments about the title, is that the Cameron
Virus is simply too overpowered, even by Resident Evil standards. Compared to the other viruses at the time (TVirus and G-Virus), one could argue the Cameron Virus completely overshadowed its viral brethren both in terms
of execution and power.
Truth be told, this is a powerful argument. As we have examined above, the Cameron Virus is an incredible virus
with the ability to store Dr. Cameron’s consciousness within itself and then transfer from one host to another
until satisfied with the end result. It is, as we have said, very “Thing” like.
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At the time in the RE universe, such an ability seemed very out there and too supernatural to be considered
canon. Combined with the fact that Dr Cameron, her virus, these particular members of the U.B.C.S were never
mentioned in files and you have a solid case for saying this was a non-canon product.
Indeed, ALL these arguments remain valid to this day. 4D Executer is considered a “gaiden” – a spin off. This
itself does not mean it is non-canon because it’s a gaiden (a common misconception) but at the same time,
Capcom have had ample opportunity to canonise the title in some capacity – or at least some elements of it but
have never chose to do so.
Dr. Cameron has never been mentioned before in any game, neither have the new U.B.C.S members or the virus
they were sent in to obtain. Unless you know about this CGI adventure, there are no clues within the games
themselves that this exists.
Additionally, there have been many source books including The Archives (1&2) and even official guides for most
of the games where such things could have been documented. Indeed, many guidebooks like to tell us the
structure and makeup of the U.B.C.S and its known members, but all miss out Claus and Roger. In fact, not one
guidebook has ever documented the movie-specific elements associated with 4D with the Inside of Biohazard
Darkside Chronicles book even going out of its way to list all the canonical virus’s in the series at that time. The
Cameron Virus was not present.
Therefore, bringing these factors together – overpowered virus, all unique factors never
canonised or even mentioned and for many it ties a very nice bow on 4D Executer not
being canon at all. And that is fine.
Despite this, 4D Executer does have a few things going for it canon wise. Firstly, and perhaps most critically, is
that it is written under the Flagship banner. Flagship were effectively the writing division of Capcom and were
instrumental in the preparation and drafting of the scripts and storyline for mainline entries during the period
the movie came out. This was not outsourced in the strictest sense, nor was a licenced product, but a
collaboration with Capcom involving its core writing team.
This strategy was also replicated with the Biohazard Drama Albums. Very popular in Japan, radio dramas were
new stories that were also written by Flagship at the time of Resident Evil 2 and 3 and greatly added to the
downfall of Raccoon City and the motivations of Ada in particular. Some elements of these albums made it into
the N64 version of Resident Evil 2 with Umbrella Executive, Christine Henri being HUNK’s superior in his recovery
of the G-Virus for example. Despite this link, the drama albums were written with the intent of them not being
strictly canon and indeed, some of the albums have been outright retconned in subsequent games. This tweet
from Capcom producer Hideki Kamiya confirms their canonicity:6

6

https://twitter.com/PG_kamiya/status/502064124042293248?fbclid=IwAR2E7tCysG7Qts22r_ySjyDk5fYnR249n6gNSB9m4QunZ90WdMIVnhJqWU
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The Resident Evil wiki has sensibly collated these “gaidens” and dubbed them “Flagship Continuity” and also
includes the non-canon Biohazard Wicked Beast of the North Sea novel, another title that has unique viruses
that has never been mentioned before in the games or supplemental material.7
The wiki comments that such continuity can run side by side against the main “prime” timeline and indeed this
looks to be an acceptable approach. As such, at one point it could be said that this and the other Flagship
products that this falls under could well have been considered canon, but as with a lot of these things, looking
at it objectively and with future releases and media, today, it is unlikely to be considered at the forefront of
Capcom’s mind when developing a new Resident Evil title and thus is probably not canon officially.
However, with the arrival of Resident Evil 2 & 3 Remake the “rules” and scope of what is and what is not canon,
in my view has been blurred. I struggle to take concepts and even just the files from the remakes because they
contradict so much established lore. We have seen, in quite a dramatic change to the RE community at least, a
very relaxed view on the canon going forward which is certainly refreshing.
Therefore, there is very much a headcanon approach to 4D Executer that can be applied if you want it to be in
your personal timeline. I do such things with Resident Evil Gaiden, because, why not? Only 4 seconds of the game
contradicts the timeline and I like the title! 4D Executer in my view very much falls into this same category.
Is the Cameron Virus ridiculously overpowered? Absolutely, but hindsight is a wonderful thing and when we look
at the “out there” functions of this virus, is it, as I have mentioned already in this editorial, is it any crazier than
Alex Wesker’s digital consciousness transfer plan involving Natalia? I would say no, and even submit that doing
this via a virus has more credibility than using a computer. At least a virus can replicate DNA of a host.
We could assume that Dr. Cameron was extremely intelligent and found a way to unlocking a particular facet of
the T-Virus that was missed by Birkin and others. And of course, the virus was not without its flaws. We never
actually saw the final version of her plan; we never saw whether the takeover of Roger would have actually
yielded the outcome she desired. The mutation in the car indicated not and she would require new hosts – acting
like a parasite even.
And if you really remain concerned about how powerful this virus is and the unresolved plot point of Dr. Cameron
still being around – well, just assume that 4D Executer takes place on 30th September / 1st October 1998. As Dr.
Cameron makes her escape, which is clearly at dawn – the missile hits Raccoon City and eradicates everything
within sight. Dr. Cameron is not surviving that and in doing so brings her story to an end.
Boom.

Headcanon resolves all!

7

https://residentevil.fandom.com/wiki/Category:Flagship_continuity
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BETA & CONCEPT ARTWORK
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CONCLUSIONS

So, what to think about this unique and forgotten title? Well, it’s certainly interesting. The CGI at the time was
decent and the 3D not bad either. Combined with the 4D elements, I am reliably informed that this was a fun
time had by all.
From an observer’s point of view, I find this to be a decent 20 minute adventure showing us a different side of
Raccoon City – the outer industrial area and sewers in my view only adds to the storyline with the tale of another
U.B.C.S team and a plotting Supervisor.
4D Executer does not harm the lore – certainly not any more with the release of other, more zany virus’s that
are certainly canon and if you assume this all takes place just as Raccoon City is wiped off the map, then it can
fit as a nice little gaiden to the main timeline.
It is a shame that it was never officially translated or localised and was strictly only available in Japan. A wider
release might have helped with bigger discussions over its place in the timeline. It therefore remains a quirky
title that new Resident Evil fans will discover, and no doubt be intrigued by as the progenitor to the main line
CGI productions that followed suit.
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Special Thanks
A special thanks as always to the team at The Resident Evil Podcast. theBatman, [STARS] TyranT, Rombie, George
Trevor and Mr. Spencer. Your support in my endeavours are always welcome!
A big thanks to all our Patrons who make many of our translation projects possible and in particular
theselfishgene for his essential help in ensuring accuracy with this editorial and providing me with his own
pictures.
Thanks to Upscale on YouTube for the fan made 4K upload of the film. The extra details this shows has been
useful.
Finally, a big thanks to the artist of the Dr. Cameron fan art. I am pretty sure this was shared on The Horror is
Alive back in the day along with a lot of the images used in this project. These images were stored on my HDD
for nearly 20 years! If the artist makes themselves known, then please contact me or anyone at REP and
appropriate credit will be given for the drawing.
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